ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

ADDENDUM 1
RFP 341804 Consulting Services for NextGen Network for Smart Campus

Please note the following answers to questions that were asked prior to the deadline for inquiries date of 04/26/18 at 3:00 P.M., MST.

Q1: To be considered an SBE must the proposer have an Arizona or Phoenix SBE certification making the proposer a Maricopa County based company? (Section IV, Instruction to proposers)
A1: SBE designates for Small and Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (SBE/DBE) companies. The proposer does not need to have an Arizona or Phoenix SBE certification. ASU classifies small/disadvantage businesses through the completion of Section XIII Mandatory Certifications under the FATCA Compliant Substitute W-9 and Vendor Authorization Forms, found on pages 48 and 49 of the RFP.

Q2: As the RFP is seeking experienced firms for the advancement of ASU’s technology will experience with higher education/public R1 entities be required? Or will like scope projects of equal or larger size be sufficient? (Section VII Proposer qualifications)
A2: Experience with Public/R1 is preferred, but not required. Projects of equal of larger size would be sufficient.

Q3: Please provide any available information on budget for this initiative, including expected amount.
A3: Budget will depend on the scope and duration, which the consultant will help determine.

Q4: Would ASU please consider a 2-week extension on proposal submission?
A4: The University has no plans on extending this RFP at this time.

Please remember that Proposals are to be mailed or delivered to Arizona State University Purchasing and Business Services 1551 S. Rural Rd. Tempe, AZ 85281, no later than 3:00 P.M., MST, 05/08/18.

If you have any questions regarding this notice, please contact me at 480-965-3849 or Lorenzo.Espinoza@asu.edu. You may also find RFP 341804 and any updates at http://www.asu.edu/purchasing/bids/index.html